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Abstract
Background: Among boys with X-Linked adrenoleukodystrophy, a subset will
develop childhood cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy (CCALD). CCALD is typically lethal without hematopoietic stem cell transplant before or soon after
symptom onset. We sought to establish evidence-based guidelines detailing the
neuroimaging surveillance of boys with neurologically asymptomatic
adrenoleukodystrophy.
Methods: To establish the most frequent age and diagnostic neuroimaging
modality for CCALD, we completed a meta-analysis of relevant studies

Abbreviations: ALDX, lined adrenoleukodystrophy; CCALD, childhood cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy; GBCA, gadolinium-based contrast agents;
HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplant; NBS, newborn screening; VLCFA, very long chain fatty acids.
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published between January 1, 1970 and September 10, 2019. We used the consensus development conference method to incorporate the resulting data into
guidelines to inform the timing and techniques for neuroimaging surveillance.
Final guideline agreement was defined as >80% consensus.
Results: One hundred twenty-three studies met inclusion criteria yielding
1285 patients. The overall mean age of CCALD diagnosis is 7.91 years old. The
median age of CCALD diagnosis calculated from individual patient data is
7.0 years old (IQR: 6.0-9.5, n = 349). Ninety percent of patients were diagnosed
between 3 and 12. Conventional MRI was most frequently reported, comprised
most often of T2-weighted and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI. The
expert panel achieved 95.7% consensus on the following surveillance parameters: (a) Obtain an MRI between 12 and 18 months old. (b) Obtain a second
MRI 1 year after baseline. (c) Between 3 and 12 years old, obtain a contrastenhanced MRI every 6 months. (d) After 12 years, obtain an annual MRI.
Conclusion: Boys with adrenoleukodystrophy identified early in life should
be monitored with serial brain MRIs during the period of highest risk for conversion to CCALD.
KEYWORDS
adrenoleukodystrophy, childhood, cerebral, MRI, newborn screening, imaging, surveillance

1 | INTRODUCTION
X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD) is caused by mutations in the ABCD1 gene. Mutations lead to an accumulation of very long chain fatty acids (VLCFA) in plasma,
adrenal glands, testes, and the central nervous system.1
Multiple phenotypes emerge as a consequence with no
established genotype-phenotype relationship.2 About 35% of
affected males will develop childhood cerebral ALD
(CCALD).3-5 Lesions most often originate in the splenium
of the corpus callosum and, over the ensuing months, progressively spread into the adjacent white matter.6,7 Disease
severity is assessed on MRI using a semi-quantitative scoring system, most commonly referred to as the “Loes
Score.”8 Contrast-enhanced MRI has been shown to have a
high predictive value for CCALD. 85% to 90% will progress
due to inflammatory cerebral demyelination with blood
brain barrier breakdown, as evidenced by perilesional contrast enhancement on MRI, followed by a rapid phase of
severe, irreversible neurological injury.3,9 Hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is a therapeutic option for
boys with active CCALD.9,10 Conversely, 10% to 21% of
CCALD patients will undergo spontaneous arrest of disease,
without evidence of blood brain barrier breakdown, and the
lesion does not contrast-enhance.3,11-15 These individuals
should not receive HSCT due to the morbidity and mortality associated with HSCT, and its failure to modify the disease course.14,16

Synopsis
These guidelines provide a practical, evidencebased, high-sensitivity MRI screening protocol
designed to detect early-stage brain lesions in
neurologically asymptomatic boys with X-linked
adrenoleukodystrophy.

Historically, it may have taken years for patients with
CCALD to be correctly diagnosed.17 In the absence of
presymptomatic neuroimaging surveillance, CCALD
lesions grow silently for months or even years before they
are large enough to cause overt clinical symptoms. ALD
boys who presented with CCALD as their first symptom
translated to large CCALD lesions on MRI (Figure 1E,F),
continued accumulation of neurologic deficits, and poor
HSCT outcomes.3,18-21 Importantly, several studies have
demonstrated that HSCT can arrest CCALD progression
if performed early, when the MRI is abnormal but neurological symptoms are not yet apparent.2,9-11,22-24 In addition, a recent clinical trial of autologous hematopoietic
stem-cell gene therapy in boys with early-stage CCALD
has produced encouraging results, and may soon become
an additional treatment approach.25,26
Given the limited window of time to intervene in
CCALD, ALD newborn screening (NBS) was recently
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F I G U R E 1 Early and late-stage demyelinating lesions in childhood cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy. (a) Very early CCALD lesion in the
splenium of the corpus callosum, T2-MRI. (b) Corresponding post-contrast T1-MRI. (c) More prominent early lesion with (d) clear lesional
contrast-enhancement. The goal of surveillance is to identify and treat patients at this stage of disease. (e) Advanced parieto-occipital lesion
crossing the splenium of the corpus callosum, T2-FLAIR, with (f) a garland of “leading edge” contrast enhancement on T1-post contrast
MRI. Patients are often symptomatic at this stage

added to the Recommended Uniform Screening
Panel.27-29 Universal screening, using an assay that measures VLCFA levels in dried blood spots, is now underway in a growing number of US states and countries.30,31
There is now an opportunity to monitor for CCALD from
birth.27 The primary aim of ALD NBS is the early detection and timely treatment of progressive CCALD in the
window prior to symptom onset.7,20,32,33 HSCT is most
effective when instituted while patients are asymptomatic
and actively inflammatory cerebral lesions are small
(Figure 1C,D).7,10,20,23-25,34
The newborn screening experience has largely borne out
earlier ALD prevalence estimates of 1:15 000 live births,
although some regions may have higher rates of disease.27,35
As states across the US begin to screen for ALD, more patients
will be detected who will need reliable disease monitoring.
Multiple group and institution-specific evidence-based surveillance practices have been published.27,36-39 While generally
similar, they vary in timing, duration, sequence selection, and
age to initiate MRI screening. The primary objective of this
guideline is to provide pediatricians and child neurologists
with a meta-analysis-based, generalizable, high-sensitivity
imaging surveillance protocol to detect early-stage brain
lesions in neurologically asymptomatic boys with ALD.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Participants
A multicenter, multidisciplinary workgroup of clinicians and practitioners with expertise in ALD (with
representation from neurology, stem cell transplant
oncology, genetics, endocrinology, and leukodystrophy care coordination), a NBS laboratory director,
ALD research experts, and a patient advocacy representative was assembled. The workgroup spanned
nine U.S. academic centers, one based in the Netherlands, a U.S. state department of health, and a
patient advocacy group. A systematic review and
meta-analysis were performed by members of the
workgroup (B.T., H.Y., E.M., F.E., A.F.) under the
guidance of two institutional librarians (C.P. and
M.D.). Using the consensus development conference
methodology, 40,41 the group convened during five inperson meetings and participated in three conference
calls from January 2018 to January 2020 in order to
develop and reach consensus on guidelines for the
imaging surveillance of neurologically asymptomatic
boys with ALD.
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2.2 | Systematic review and metaanalysis
To establish the age range of patients in need of imaging
surveillance, we performed a systematic review of the literature, followed by a meta-analysis. We sought to
answer two questions: Question 1 (Q1) What is the earliest age (and range) that patients were historically diagnosed with CCALD? and Question 2 (Q2) Of the studies
identified in Q1, what imaging modality was most used
to diagnose CCALD?
PRISMA and Cochrane Handbook guidelines were
followed.42,43 Librarian C.P. developed the search strategy
after consulting with the research team. The search was
applied to PubMed via NCBI, Embase via Elsevier, the
Cochrane Library via Wiley, Scopus, Web of Science via
Clarivate Analytics, CINAHL Plus via EBSCOhost, and
Clinicaltrials.gov for studies published between January
1, 1970 and September 10, 2019 (eFile 1). Controlled
vocabulary, such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
and Emtree terms, when appropriate, were used in combination with keywords for the condition of ALD.
Studies included for analysis met the following
criteria: (a) report at least one case of CCALD, where
childhood is defined as 0-18 years of age,
(b) “adrenoleukodystrophy” is present in the title,
(c) “cerebral” is present in the title, abstract, or body
of the text, (d) number of patients with CCALD in
the study was reported, (e) CCALD diagnosis,
defined as reported age and/or range of diagnosis
(made by first brain imaging findings and/or neurological deficit), or first presentation of neurological
symptoms in the setting of a delayed diagnosis.
Exclusion criteria were: (a) publications without a
patient ≤18 years old, (b) studies focused solely on
other aspects of ALD (eg, neonatal ALD, adults with
ALD, adrenomyeloneuropathy, women with ALD,
endocrine function in ALD, reproduction in ALD),
(c) review articles, (d) non-peer-reviewed studies,
(e) non-human studies, (f ) studies that do not explicitly report age and/or age range of first symptom or
diagnosis (eg, listing age and/or range at time of
enrollment to a large cohort study, or age and/or
range of ages of treatment).
Titles and abstracts were examined initially by two
independent reviewers (H.Y. and E.M.) against the inclusion/exclusion criteria, and irrelevant publications were
removed. The full text of the remaining articles
were retrieved by librarian M.D. The full text articles
were organized using a Mendeley desktop reference
manager (Version 1.17.13). The two reviewers then independently scored the publications for admission into the
systematic review. Discrepancies in scoring were resolved
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by re-review of the full text article, and agreement on
inclusion between reviewers. As recommended, bias was
limited by varying rater expertise.43
To address Q2, we analyzed the final set studies
included for the systematic review above. We identified
the subset of articles relevant to imaging in CCALD by
excluding any articles without mention of a diagnostic
imaging modality.

2.3 | Statistical analysis
Individual patient data were extracted from case reports,
and where available, studies with more than one subject.
When individual data were not available, the number of
patients with CCALD, mean and/or median age, SD and/or
range were extracted. Overall mean age of CCALD diagnosis was calculated from the extracted data. A sub-analysis of
the individually extracted subjects was also performed. Normally distributed data are expressed as mean and SD
(mean ± SD). Skewed data are expressed as median, IQR,
and range. We report the frequency of differing imaging
modalities and sequences used to diagnose CCALD in Q2.

2.4 | Guideline development
Results from the systematic review and meta-analysis were
integrated into the guideline development. We aimed to
establish evidence-based best practices, specifically: (a) the
age range of patients who should undergo surveillance,
(b) imaging intervals, and (c) the MRI sequences to be
included. Additional clinical expertise and experiencebased recommendations addressing need for sedation,
adrenal insufficiency in the setting of a sedated imaging
procedure, and physician-patient partnerships are
reported. The consensus process took place over three conference calls and five biannual meetings, alternating
between the Hunter's Hope Annual Medical Symposium
and the Annual Aidan Jack Seeger Foundation ALD Standards of Care meeting, between January 2018 and January
2020. Iterations of the surveillance protocol were presented
and revised each time the group convened. Suggestions for
additional discussion points were collected and added to
subsequent agendas. Data requests made by participants
for specific discussion questions were fulfilled by BT, EM
and AF. Final consensus for all recommendations was
achieved by a vote. Consensus was defined as >80% agreement within the workgroup. We adhered to standards for
reporting, rating the level of evidence, development, and
grading the strength of recommendations put forth in clinical practice guidelines derived from a systematic review
of the literature.44-47
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3 | R E SUL T S
3.1 | Systematic review and metaanalysis
5888 individual records were screened, and 324 underwent full text analysis (Figure 2). After review by the two
raters, 123 studies were included in the meta-analysis
(eFile 2). 201 studies were removed (eFile 3) based on
inclusion/exclusion criteria. The following case data were
parsed from these studies and included as incidence of
CCALD: Age of diagnosis of CCALD (defined by first
brain imaging findings and/or neurological deficit), or
age of first reported neurological sign or symptom if the
formal diagnosis of CCALD was delayed.
1285 total cases of CCALD, age range 0 to 18 years
old, were identified from all 123 studies. Mean age was
extracted from 13 studies (n = 823). Individual patient

FIGURE 2

PRISMA flow diagram

data was extracted from 105 studies (n = 349 cases).
4 studies reported range of age only (n = 91). One study
reported a median age only (n = 22). The latter five studies were not included in the overall mean calculation due
to insufficient numerical information necessary for the
calculation. Therefore, the overall mean was calculated
from 1172 cases extracted from 118 studies.

3.1.1 | Question 1: What is the age and
range of CCALD diagnosis?
The overall mean age of CCALD diagnosis was calculated
from 1172 cases extracted from 118 studies. The overall
mean age of patients diagnosed with CCALD is
7.91 years old.
Of the 349 individual patients with data, the median
age of CCALD diagnosis is 7.0 years old (IQR: 6.0-9.5).

6

90.0% of the individual cases identified were diagnosed
between 3 and 12 years old inclusive (Figure 3). Thirty
patients were diagnosed over the age of 12 years (8.6% of
cases). Five patients were identified between the ages of
1 and 3 years old (1.4% of cases, (Table S1). No patients
developed CCALD under the age of 1.

3.1.2 | Question 2: Of the studies
identified in Q1, what imaging modality
was most used to diagnose CCALD?
One hundred and seven of the 123 texts met inclusion to
answer Q2. Conventional MRI was reported in 94 of the
107 studies (87.9%), followed by CT (22.4%), MR Spectroscopy (14.0%), Positron Emission Tomography (3.7%), and
Magnetization Transfer Contrast Imaging (0.9%). Some
studies reported multiple modalities per patient.
Sixty-eight of the 94 MRI studies reported specific
diagnostic sequences. T2-weighted MRI was reported in
44 of the 68 studies (64.7%). Fluid Attenuated Inversion
Recovery (T2 FLAIR) was reported in 27 (39.7%).
T1-weighted contrast-enhanced MRI (paired pre- and
post-contrast sequences) was reported in 32 studies
(47.1%). Non-contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI only
was reported in 13 studies (19.1%). Diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI) was reported once (0.5%). Multiple
sequences were often used per patient.

3.2 | General recommendations
All neurologically asymptomatic boys with ALD should
undergo routine MRI screening for radiographic evidence
of CCALD. Boys should begin a surveillance program as
early as possible. All MRIs, especially with suspect or
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confirmed findings, should be reviewed by a physician
with expertise in ALD. Family education and physicianfamily partnerships should be emphasized to help prevent deviation from MR surveillance or loss to follow
up. Given the currently evolving clinical experience of
prospectively following asymptomatic patients identified
on NBS, we recommend re-review, refinement, and
upgrade in the recommendations within the next 5 to
10 years. This will allow for sufficient time to pass, and
thereby a sufficient number of asymptomatic boys to be
prospectively identified by screening. We expect that with
MR surveillance the age and distribution of CCALD diagnosis to be younger than those resulted from our metaanalysis.

3.3 | Surveillance guidelines
Based on the resultant age distribution of CCALD
(Figure 3), we reached consensus that the first MRI scan
should be performed between 12 and 18 months old
(Table 1). Contrast is not recommended at this time point
because the likelihood of developing an active, inflammatory brain lesion is sufficiently low.3 The second MRI
scan should be performed 12 months after the first scan
(between 24 and 30 months old). Similarly, contrast is
not recommended at that time point because the likelihood of developing an active, inflammatory brain lesion
remains low.3 The results do not support obtaining an
MRI in patients less than 12 months old.
The risk of CCALD (first reported finding or diagnosis) peaks between the ages of 3 and 12 years old,
accounting for 90% of the individual cases uncovered by
the sub-analysis of individual patient data. Therefore,
during this period we recommend more intensive screening; we recommend completing a contrast-enhanced

F I G U R E 3 Age of CCALD
diagnosis calculated from the subanalysis of individual patient data.
Age of CCALD diagnosis was
extracted from the sub-analysis of
349 individually reported cases. The
median age of diagnosis is 7.0 years
old (IQR: 6.0-9.5). 90.0% of the cases
diagnosed are between 3 and
12 years of age, inclusive
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MRI surveillance recommendations

MRI
frequency

Contrast
administration
recommended?a

1-1.5 years
old

Once

No

2-2.5 years
old

Once

No

3-12 years old

Every 6 months

Yes

12+ years old

Yearly

Lesion positive? Yes

Age

Lesion negative? No
a
If at any time a lesion appears the patient should be urgently referred to an
ALD Specialist or Expert Center.

brain MRI every 6 months. Although there are theoretical risks with repeated administration of gadolinium, we
recommend administering contrast as the likelihood of
developing an active brain lesion is highest in this age
group. Strategies to limit the exposure of patients to
repeated contrast (eg, “real-time MRI reading”) may be
employed here where available.
The risk for CCALD declines during teenage years
(Figure 3). In literature, these lesions have been shown to
tend to progress more slowly.7 Therefore, an MRI scan
can be performed annually after the age of 12. Contrast is
not recommended from this time point onwards unless
there is evidence of a lesion on a previous MRI, or there
is clinical concern (eg, new neurological symptoms).
Early-stage CCALD lesions are characterized by small
T2 hyperintensities centered most often within in the
genu or splenium of the corpus callosum. Less often they
appear in the corticospinal tracts or cerebellar white matter.7 Very early lesions may not exhibit clear gadolinium
enhancement; alternatively a subset of early lesions may
self-arrest15,21 (Figure 1A,B). If an early-stage lesion is
detected, an urgent referral should be made to a physician or center with expertise in monitoring and treating
CCALD. An MRI should be repeated in 3 months to
re-assess for gadolinium enhancement whose presence
indicates active CCALD, and is the indication for HSCT
(Table 1). If a more prominent, clearly gadoliniumenhancing, early CCALD lesion is detected, the patient
should be urgently triaged for stem cell transplant
(Figure 1C,D).

3.4 | Sequence selection
The resultant frequencies of each diagnostic imaging
sequence were used to inform the imaging recommendations. More specifically, the analysis provided evidence to

support the use of standard T1/T2-weighted MRI and
refute the primary use of other modalities and sequences
including diffusion-based imaging or MR Spectroscopy.
We recommend standard clinical MRI sequences be
acquired, which should include an axial T2-weighted
and/or FLAIR sequence for surveillance across all age
groups. In addition, axial T1-weighted pre- and postcontrast sequences should be acquired in patients
between 3 and 12 years old, and in those patients with a
cerebral lesion on previous imaging (Table 1). We do not
recommend advanced imaging modalities or sequences
as part of the routine clinical surveillance protocol. Additional, advanced imaging protocols should only be performed in specific cases upon expert recommendation or
as part of a research endeavor. Research-based sequences
should only be performed as part of an IRB-approved
study.

3.5 | Final consensus
We achieved 95.7% consensus by vote from all 23 authors
on the final version of the surveillance guidelines: 60.9%
(n = 14) strongly agree, 34.8% (n = 8) agree, 4.3% (n = 1)
remained neutral. There were no disagreements.

3.6 | Level of evidence and grade of
recommendation
The data derived from the systematic review and metaanalysis of case and cohort studies in a rare neurological
disease qualifies for Level II Evidence. There are no prospective randomized control treatment trials in CCALD.
The surveillance guidelines, therefore, qualify as Grade B
practice recommendations.

4 | ADDITIONAL
C O NSI DE R A T I O NS
4.1 | Anesthesia for MRI sedation
Presymptomatic lesions are small and require optimal
spatial resolution on MRI. Therefore, limiting patient
movement during MRI scans to minimize motion artifacts increases the sensitivity of lesion detection. This is
especially important in detecting subtle white matter
changes
characteristic
of
early-stage
CCALD
(Figure 1A).7 Until children are able to lie still for the
duration of the MRI, we recommend general anesthesia
for the duration of the scan. Given that the majority of
affected boys are cognitively normal during surveillance,
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child life specialists and behavioral psychology services
should be employed to decrease the need for anesthesia.

4.2 | Adrenal insufficiency
Most patients with ALD will develop adrenal insufficiency, with about half becoming affected before the age
of 10.4 Boys with ALD should be routinely monitored by
an endocrinologist.27 Specific guidelines for the management of adrenal insufficiency in ALD have been published.48 Importantly, patients should be evaluated for the
presence of adrenal insufficiency, and recommendations
for stress dose steroids should be made prior to MRIs
which require sedation.

5 | DISCUSSION
Pursuant to the opportunity to monitor boys from birth
for CCALD, we offer the first meta-analysis-based surveillance guidelines designed to detect early-stage cerebral disease in patients with ALD. The overall goal of the
guidelines are to expedite the diagnosis and timely treatment of CCALD.2,7,9-11,20,22-24,32,33 The systematic review
and meta-analysis revealed patients were diagnosed or
presented with their first neurological symptom prior to
diagnosis at a mean age of 7.9 years old. Our result independently verifies the peak incidence of CCALD calculated by Hugo Moser from his original cohort of
372 patients.3 A T2-based MR imaging protocol was used
most often to diagnose cerebral disease, followed by
contrast-enhanced T1 MRI.
Within the consensus protocol, a data request was
made towards highlighting CCALD cases under the age
of three: Notably, five patients between 1 and 3 years old
were diagnosed with CCALD indicating that while rare,
CCALD can occur in this window.49-53 Some of the
patients in this age group presented atypically. Rather
than presenting with radiographic disease only, they
were diagnosed with CCALD during or after another
neurological event, including head trauma50 and seizure51,53 (Table S1). These are in addition to one case of a
boy reported to have an abnormal MRI at 1.7 years old
(this study did not pass inclusion criteria for the metaanalysis),6 and one boy who presented with neurologically symptomatic CCALD 2 weeks after his third birthday indicating his disease likely began prior to 3 years of
age (personal communication).
We recommend an initial MRI be obtained between
12 and 18 months old to evaluate for disease, and also to
serve as a comparator in the event the patient has an
abnormal MRI at a later date. The first MRI serving as a
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baseline comparator to the 24-month second MRI was
the first consideration that drove the consensus recommendation of beginning surveillance at 1 year, despite
the rarity of CCALD in this age group (1.4%). A second
consideration was the historic temporal delay in prenewborn screening CCALD cases, between clinically
silent lesion growth and first reported symptom. The initiation age was a focus of debate during the consensus
discussion protocols, and despite the variety in clinical
practice, the recommendation achieved consensus (96.7%
agree or strongly agree). The recommended age of first
MRI may benefit most from emergent newborn screening
case data and experience gained over the next 5 to
10 years. We therefore recommend re-review of this
guideline, specifically of the first age of MRI. Importantly, no patients presented under the age of 1. Therefore, we do not recommend that MRIs be obtained in
patients less than 12 months old.
Beginning at 3 years of age we recommend contrastenhanced MRI screening every 6 months until the age of
12. If applied, this portion of the surveillance protocol
captures 90.0% of the individually identified cases of
CCALD from our study. If at any time an early-stage
lesion appears the patient should be urgently referred to
the closest center with expertise in the diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment of CCALD. That referral should be
expedited if patients are identified with significant cerebral involvement or the patient is neurologically symptomatic. Ideally, all patient MRIs should be reviewed by a
physician with expertise in the diagnosis of CCALD.
Two additional clinical considerations are relevant to
an ALD MRI surveillance protocol. The first are the
potential risks associated with repeated exposures to
anesthesia. While experimental data supports the neurotoxic effects of exposing the developing brain in rodents
and non-human primates to general anesthesia,54,55
recent evidence offers some reassurance against major
neurocognitive deficits among children with single and
multiple exposures to general anesthesia in early childhood.56,57 Due to the morbidity and mortality associated
with CCALD, including its early neurocognitive effects,24
and because subtle white matter lesions may be lost due
to movement artifact, we recommend MRI sedation as
needed to successfully complete MRI surveillance.
Because most boys with ALD will develop adrenal insufficiency in childhood, a plan for adrenal replacement
should be recommended by an endocrinologist prior to
sedation. Specific guidelines for the management of adrenal insufficiency in ALD have been published.48
Second, patients will undergo repeated exposures to
gadolinium-based contrast agents The FDA safety communication on gadolinium-based contrast agents
(GBCAs) acknowledges that GBCAs may be retained in
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the body months to years after exposure (https://www.
fda.gov/media/109825/download). However, to date they
have not been linked to disease in patients with normal
kidney function. Therefore, in accordance with the FDA
safety communication recommendations, the consensus
recommends the repeated use of GBCAs for surveillance
in patients with normal kidney function.
Strategies exist to minimize MRI duration, duration
of anesthesia, and to mitigate exposure to GBCAs. Some
centers offer MRI sensitization programs for young children in an effort to forego sedation. If available, institutions will use the “Child Life” staff to make the medical
experience for pediatric patients less intimidating. Centers with experience in the early radiographic diagnosis
of CCALD may employ “real-time reading”: a neuroradiologist or neurologist will interpret the MRI while the
patient is in the scanner and only administer contrast if a
potential lesion is seen. This is an important strategy
which can be used to limit gadolinium exposure in boys
undergoing surveillance.
Limitations of the systematic review and metaanalysis include the heterogeneity in patient symptomatology at the time of diagnosis; patients often came to
medical attention when symptomatic and were diagnosed
later than radiographic disease-onset. This likely shifted
the overall mean to an age older than true disease-onset.
Importantly, this highlights the need for early monitoring. We did not include data reporting the age of CCALD
treatment (including large trials), as these studies did not
report age of CCALD diagnosis. Additionally, treatment
has often been in advanced disease, and would therefore
be non-informative for an early diagnostic protocol.
Given the rarity of ALD, and the relatively small number
of expert physicians who see these patients and contribute to research, it is plausible that some patients may
have participated in more than one study included in the
meta-analysis. We expect this bias to be reduced given
the majority of studies analyzed were case reports
(n = 1), and there were no exclusions based on country
of publication or primary language. Lastly, our recommendations on the frequency of MRI scans were not
drawn from the meta-analysis due to lack of reporting in
the primary articles. Therefore, the recommendation was
guided by a previous protocol,27 and based on new
research which quantified the rate of cerebral disease
progression as a function of lesion distribution and age.6,7
Boys with ALD identified early in life should be vigilantly monitored with serial brain MRIs during the
period of highest risk for conversion to CCALD. These
guidelines provide a practical, high-sensitivity MRI
screening protocol designed to detect early-stage brain
lesions. Prospective monitoring will fundamentally
change the clinical approach to disease, and as a
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welcome by-product, provide a better understanding of
the development and natural history of CCALD. As clinical experience is gained from prospectively monitoring
patients, the guidelines should be iteratively optimized
over time.
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